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Agenda

I. Potential policies and coordinated approaches
II. Estimates related to SAF costs, investment needs and 

production capacity of facilities
III. Monitoring and reporting for cleaner energy

a) ICAO State Action Plans
b) ICAO Stocktaking and Tracker Tools
c) CORSIA MRV and Emerging SAF reporting and accounting systems

IV. Dialogues based on guiding questions
a) Policies
b) Monitoring and reporting
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I. Potential policies and 
coordinated approaches



Need for Policies on Aviation Cleaner Energy
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• Cleaner energy production is limited by a number of barriers

– Higher costs

– Limited feedstock and fuel production infrastructure

– Perceived financial risks
• In the presence of such barriers, policy intervention is required to develop 

cleaner energy production.

– In general, a supporting policy framework is in place in those states 
where cleaner energy production has initiated

• Constraints and opportunities are specific to each State

– Specific climates, agricultural systems, available resources, economic 
factors, political contexts, regulatory structures, etc.



ICAO Guidance on Potential Policies and 
Coordinated Approaches for the deployment of SAF
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• Developed by CAEP based on studies performed since 2016

• A support reference for ICAO States to develop SAF production
– Insight on types of policy measures and their impacts

– Examples of policies used or under preparation

– Links to additional helpful resources

• Completes a toolbox of guidance material for ICAO States

• Can be used in combination with the ICAO SAF Rules of Thumb

Publically available on the ICAO website
Guidance document
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/saf_guidance_potential_policies.aspx

SAF rules of thumb
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/SAF_RULESOFTHUMB.aspx

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/saf_guidance_potential_policies.aspx
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/SAF_RULESOFTHUMB.aspx
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SAF Policy options

Guidance provides details on 28 types of Policy Options, divided into 3 impact 
areas and 8 categories

Impact area: Stimulating Growth of SAF Supply

1 Government 
funding for 

RDD

2 - Targeted incentives and tax relief to 
expand SAF supply infrastructure 

3 - Targeted incentives and tax 
relief to assist SAF facility 

operation 

4 - Recognition and valorization of SAF 
environmental benefits 

1.1 - Government 
R&D
1.2 - Government 
demonstration and 
deployment

2.1 - Capital grants ; 2.2 - Loan guarantee programs
2.3 - Eligibility of SAF projects for tax advantaged 
business status ; 2.4 - Accelerated 
depreciation/‘bonus’ depreciation
2.5 - Business Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for SAF 
investments  2.6 - Performance-based tax credit
2.7 – Bonds / Green Bonds 

3.1 Blending incentives: Blender’s Tax Credit
3.2 – Production incentives: Producer’s Tax 
Credit 
3.3 - Excise tax credit for SAF
3.4 - Support for feedstock supply 
establishment and production

4.1 – Recognize SAF benefits under carbon taxation
4.2 - Recognize SAF benefits under cap and-trade systems
4.3 - Recognize non-carbon SAF benefits: improvements to 
air quality
4.4 - Recognize non-carbon SAF benefits: reduction in 
contrails

Impact area: Creating Demand for SAF

5- Creation of SAF mandates 6 - Update existing policies 
to incorporate SAF

7 – Demonstrate 
government leadership 

5.1 - Mandate renewable energy 
volume requirements in the fuel supply
5.2 - Mandate reduction in carbon 
intensity of the fuel supply

6.1: Incorporating SAF into existing 
national policies 
6.2: Incorporating SAF into existing 
subnational, regional or local policies

7.1 Policy statement to establish 
direction
7.2: Government commitment to 
SAF use, carbon neutral air travel 

Impact area: Enabling SAF Markets 

8 - Market enabling activities

8.1 - Adopt clear and recognized sustainability standards and 
life cycle GHG emissions methods for certification of feedstock 
supply and fuel production
8.2 - Support development/recognition of systems for 
environmental attribute ownership and transfer
8.3 - Support SAF stakeholder initiatives 



Policy examples
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Financing grant competitions for SAF production 
(USA, France)

SAF blending/use mandates in 
energy content or CO2 emissions 
reductions (EU, Brazil)

For details – ACT-SAF Series #4 Training –
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx 

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx
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Tax credits on SAF (USA, France) Design of a national SAF roadmap (UAE, Japan)

For details – ACT-SAF Series #4 Training –
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx 

Policy examples

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx
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Industry engagement (UAE, Japan “Act for 
Sky”, Singapore “Buyers club for SAF”)

Defining SAF aspirational targets 
(Japan 10% SAF by 2030, USA 3 Billion 
gallons of SAF by 2030)

For details – ACT-SAF Series #4 Training –
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx 

Policy examples

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/ACT-SAF-Series.aspx
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Qualitative metrics for assessing 
policy effectiveness

1 - Flexibility 2 - Certainty 3 - Financial costs 
and benefits

4 - Price sensitivity 
to externalities

Can the policy be easily 
adjusted given evolving 

circumstances?

Certainty on timeframe, 
legal conditions and 

political decisions 
increase investor 

interest.

Policies should be 
assessed on the its costs 

benefits they deliver, 
including social ones.

Higher sensitivity, more 
unintended 

consequences. 
Floor/Ceiling prices can 

reduce volatility

5 - Ease of 
implementation

6 - Contribution to SAF 
deployment and GHG 

reduction

7 - Unintended 
consequences

8 - Robustness of 
policy

Administrative, 
governance and/or 

procedural complexity 
can hinder 

implementation.

clear criteria on target 
quantity, sustainability, 
commercial parameters 
and timeframe improve 
results

mechanisms to identify 
and mitigate unintended 

consequences 
(economic, 

environmental or social)

regulating systems to 
ensure that policy 
objectives are achieved
and procedures have 
been followed.



EXAMPLE Marginal abatement cost 
of CO2 mitigation 
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Determining the marginal abatement cost of CO2 mitigation using SAF

Evaluating the cost of abating 1 ton of CO2 with the use of SAF can be valuable for a 
policy maker to assess the effectiveness of a specific policy relative to other alternatives 
(fleet renewal, ATM operations improvement, etc.)



How do policies impact 
SAF Minimum Selling Price?
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The guidance illustrate the effects of policies on the SAF minimum selling price (MSP)

• Example – what is the effect of the 
combination of 3 measures from 
the US policy context?
– RINs – Renewable fuel Standard

– BTC - Blenders’ Tax Credit, 

– LCFS - Low Carbon Fuels Standard

• Thanks to the combined measures, 
the MSP falls within the range of 
fossil jet fuel price.

Fossil fuel price range
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II. Estimates related to SAF costs, investment needs and 
production capacity of facilities
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Information on costs and benefits is required to assess policy options
To support such assessment, CAEP developed the ICAO SAF Rules of Thumb

• provides order of magnitude estimations on SAF costs, investment needs and production potential to 
inform policymakers and project developers

• First Edition (2021)  
• Conversion processes: Fischer Tropsch (FT), Alcohol to jet (ATJ) and hydro-processed esters and fatty acids (HEFA)

• Multiple feedstocks and two technology maturity levels: “nth” and “pioneer” facilities.

SAF estimates (“Rules of thumb”)

Available at https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/SAF_RULESOFTHUMB.aspx

Feedstock coststotal capital investment (TCI) Feedstock Yield Minimum Selling Price Refinery capacity

Latest Updates (2023) – inclusion of new pathways: pyrolysis with forest residues or 
agricultural residues; and FT with CO2 and H2 as major inputs (Power to Liquids – PtL)

https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/SAF_RULESOFTHUMB.aspx
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III - Monitoring and reporting 
for cleaner energy

ICAO State Action Plans
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State Action Plans (SAPs) 

A State Action Plan is a living document that defines a State’s actions
to reduce CO2 emissions from international civil aviation.

Within a State it is a planning and coordination tool, and it provides a 
clear communication route to ICAO.

Purpose of State Action Plans 

Resolution A41-21 associates LTAG and SAP
• SAP information use for LTAG Monitoring (A41-21 Para 9)

• Invitation to submit SAPs with quantified information (A41-21 Para. 10 and 11)

• Dissemination of information to support SAP development (A41-21 Para. 12 and 13)
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A State Action Plan can 
help States:

Report international aviation
CO2 emissions

Outline their policies and
actions

Provide information on their
basket of measures and any
specific assistance needs

A State Action Plan will 
help ICAO:

Compile information on
achieving the global
aspirational goals

Provide guidance and
technical assistance on
preparing action plans

Identify and respond to
States’ needs for technical
and financial assistance

Why develop a State Action Plan?

ICAO Doc 9988  
provides guidance to 

develop a State Action 
Plan
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SAF and Cleaner Energy initiatives from SAPs

United 
Kingdom

Renewable 
Transport Fuel 

Obligation - fuel 
suppliers to ensure 
a proportion of fuel 

from renewable 
origin

Canada
Identification of 

local SAF 
feedstocks 

(Canola, forestry 
residues, carinata, 
used cooking oil, 
poplar, camelina)

Dominican 
Republic

Use of 
photovoltaic 

energy in 
airports

Japan
Target of replacing 

10% of fuel 
consumption by 
Japanese airlines 
with SAF by 2030

United States
SAF grand challenge 

- commitment to 
increase the 

production of SAF to 
at least 3 billion 

gallons per year by 
2030
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136 States representing  98.17% of global  RTK 
have voluntarily submitted their State Action Plan 

Global SAP 
Submissions /Updates

54

80

59

States Submitted Once

States Updated

States left to submit

State Action Plan Achievements
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III - Monitoring and reporting 
for cleaner energy

ICAO Stocktaking and tracker tools
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ICAO Environment Stocktaking events -

element for monitoring progress towards LTAG and support the 
review the 2050 ICAO Vision for SAF (A41-21 Para 9 and 28 f) )

• 2023 Stocktaking to be held from 11-13 July 2023

• Stocktaking is supported by the ICAO Global Coalition for Sustainable Aviation

• Update of the publication “Innovation driving sustainable Aviation”

• Support the update of ICAO tracker tools

ICAO Environment Stocktaking
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SAF tracker tools

• Updated daily
• Transparent: all data 

available for consultation
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SAF Offtake Agreements tracker

• Latest information on 
SAF purchase 
agreements 
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Airports tracker

• Tracker of airports offering 
Sustainable Aviation Fuels, 
either continuously or in 
batches
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SAF Policies tracker

• Tracker of Policies adopted 
or under development to 
foster SAF development
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III - Monitoring and reporting 
for cleaner energy

CORSIA MRV and emerging SAF 
reporting and accounting systems
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CORSIA eligible Fuels (CEF) and MRV

CO2 Offsetting 
Requirements Year 1

CO2 Offsetting 
Requirements Year 2

CO2 Offsetting 
Requirements Year 3

CEF Year 3

CEF Year 2

CEF Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Final CO2 Offsetting Requirements 
for a 3-year Compliance Period 

(Year 1 – Year 3)

Annual CO2 Offsetting Requirements reductions
from the use of CORSIA Eligible Fuels (CEF)

Aeroplane operators can reduce CORSIA offsetting requirements with the use of CORSIA Eligible Fuels (CEF)

To allow that, CORSIA includes requirements for Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (MRV) of CEF claims 



CORSIA-Approved 
Sustainability 
Certification 

Schemes (SCS 
(RSB, ISCC)

Production 
(who / when)

Batch 
(number / mass)

CEF information
(feedstock, conversion 

process)

CEF reporting to ICAO under CORSIA

CEF

Emission reductions 
for each CEF type

Aeroplane
Operators 
and States

Annual report from 
SCSs to ICAO

CEF information will be reported to ICAO and published

CEF-related information

Reporting requirements in Annex 
16, Vol IV, from aeroplane operators 

to States, and from States to ICAO

Published report on 
ICAO website

ICAO CORSIA 
document published 

on ICAO website

Published 
information 
can be used 

for LTAG 
monitoring

CCR 
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https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj3uNXewJnbAhUNoYMKHYvoAccQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Civil_Aviation_Organization&psig=AOvVaw12ZgBy_Z8Q_YFK4pN3AZo9&ust=1527084909593413
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj3uNXewJnbAhUNoYMKHYvoAccQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Civil_Aviation_Organization&psig=AOvVaw12ZgBy_Z8Q_YFK4pN3AZo9&ust=1527084909593413
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Organization Guidance/Methodology Registry* Verification

Aireg[8] X

CST[7,9] X

EDF[10] X

SABA[11] X

SBTi[12] X

SFC and MIT[13] X

4AIR[14] X

Airline’s Programs[15] X

Avelia[16] X

Board Now[17] X

FBO[18] X

COSAFA[19] X X

ISCC[20] X X X

RSB[6,21] X X X

Conceptualization/Under design
Publication/Implementation

Emerging SAF B&C Initiatives

• Various aviation stakeholders are 
developing SAF Reporting and 
Accounting Initiatives (e.g. book & 
claim systems). 

• In common, these initiatives intend to 
cover Scope 3 emissions from aviation 
end-users (corporate, business and 
individual travel).

• Different elements are being covered
by each SAF Book & Claim initiative.

• These initiatives are in various levels
of implementation.

*Registry designation on this table does not include 
all the qualities required in advance Book & Claim 
Systems (e.g., RNG , green electricity)  
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Benefits                              Challenges

• Operators with and without access 
to the actual SAF molecules may 
have facilitated access to SAF 
benefits.

• Expands the potential market for 
SAF producers.

• Facilitates logistical efficiency for 
reducing cost and emissions.

• Definition and widespread use of a 
protocol for emission reporting.

• Entity/Location to host a registry.

• Geographically dependent incentive, 
regulatory, and/or accounting of the 
fuel booking vs sustainability 
certification claim.

• Potential overlap when complying 
with different schemes.

Book & Claim is a chain of custody method that tracks flow of a physical product and 
environmental attributes through transactions.

Book and Claim description
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CORSIA and Book & Claim

• After the SAF is blended, CORSIA MRV already includes some elements of a book 
and claim chain of custody:
– Claims of emissions reductions are based on purchasing and blending records.

– CORSIA MRV includes detailed methodologies, registry (CORSIA CCR), and verification aspects.

• However, there are also differences between CORSIA and other book and claim 
systems.
– CEF claims are connected to the USE1 and OWNERSHIP2 of the CEF

– CORSIA does not address Scope 3 emissions

• Work is ongoing to discuss and potentially address these differences.

1 – Annex 16, Vol IV, 2.2.4.1    The aeroplane operator that intends to claim for emissions reductions from the use of CORSIA eligible fuels shall….
2 – Annex 16 Vol IV, 2.3.3.1    The  aeroplane operator  shall  subtract  CORSIA  eligible  fuels  traded  or  sold  to  a  third  party  from  its  total 
reported quantity of CORSIA eligible fuels. 
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Next Steps

• CAEP will initiate technical work on LTAG Monitoring

✓ scoping study of the requirements, approaches, data sources, reporting and 
methodologies

✓ Development of the LTAG Monitoring Methodology

• Secretariat will work on the ICAO SAF Monitoring and Accounting platform

✓ Monitor progress on SAF implementation (Assembly Resolution A41-21) 

✓ Consolidate available information (e.g. Book and Claim systems; CORSIA CCR 
public information, State Action Plans).
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Summary

• There is a need for effective policies to address a number of challenges on cleaner energies (specific 
to each State)

• ICAO guidance provides information on various policy options

• Information is also available on CO2 abatement cost (SAF Rules of Thumb - $ per CO2 reduction) to 
inform plans/projects and decision-makers.

• State Action Plans have an important role, including information on cleaner energy initiatives at 
national/regional levels

• ICAO Stocktaking and tracker tools are monitoring progress towards LTAG

• CORSIA MRV will also provide useful information on SAF/LCAF monitoring

• Efforts are ongoing for an ICAO globally harmonized methodology for fuel accounting and reporting
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VII. Guiding questions for dialogue

Policies
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What do you see as the key 
challenges for your State on 
the development of cleaner 
energy and its deployment 

(including sustainability, 
certification, scale-up 

production, distribution, 
access/utilization)?

Dialogue session - Policies
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Can you share your 
State/Organization’s experience on 

the development of policies to foster 
the development and deployment of 
SAF, LCAF and other cleaner energy?

Please describe how the policy works 
and any successes/lessons learnt.

Dialogue session - Policies
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VII. Guiding questions for dialogue

Monitoring and reporting
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Can you share your 
State/Organization's experience 

on the collecting and reporting of 
data and information on SAF, 

LCAF and other cleaner energy in 
your State Action Plans? How can 

the ICAO guidance and tools 
help?

Dialogue Session - Monitoring and reporting
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In your view, what is the ICAO's 
role regarding the accounting 
and reporting system of SAF, 

LCAF and other cleaner energy in 
future?

Dialogue Session - Monitoring and reporting
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